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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

Land use and land cover change (LULCC) is an important
field in global environmental change and critical for the
modeling human–Earth systems. It affects ecosystem
services, water conservation, food security, the climate
system, and resources and environment carrying capacity
(RECC). Currently, the (sub-) tropical region has become
the a hotspot experiencing, or about to experience, LULCC
due to the rapid and extensive development of society and
the economy. Remote sensing techniques have been
established as the most cost-efficient and reliable
approaches to obtain information related to this topic.
Meanwhile, RECC has become an effective and operational
tool to describe development restrictions and quantify
regional sustainable development. 

This Special Issue aims to include studies that provide
insights about the remote sensing of land cover and land
use mapping and its impact and driving factors, as well as
their resources and environmental carrying capacity at
sub- and/or tropical scales.

We look forward to receiving your original research articles
and reviews.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Land is the only open access journal covering all aspects of
land science, and it is a pioneering platform for publishing
on land system science. Our editorial board is comprised of
eminent scholars. We publish high quality research on
societally relevant, emerging and innovative topics and
results in land system research. It is now one of the top
land journals with a significant impact factor, and has a
goal to become the best journal in land in the coming
years. I strongly recommend Land for your best research
publications for a fast dissemination of your research.
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